The first man on the moon –
photographed on July 20th,
1969, with ZEISS camera lenses.

Source: NASA

ZEISS precision lenses
have a long tradition.
For over 160 years,
ZEISS has been the world’s
leading brand in precision
optics. Like NASA, Google
Earth, Nobel prize winners,
and Hollywood producers,
you can enjoy the quality

Google Earth uses ZEISS precision
camera lenses to obtain spectacular
images of the earth.

offered by ZEISS, the

i.Terminal 2
®

Fast. Simple. Precise.

pioneer in precision optics.

ZEISS microscopes help Nobel prize
winners make red blood cells visible.

ZEISS camera lenses play an important
role for directors and camera crews who
shoot films like “Lord of the Rings.”
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See more. Live more.
ZEISS precision lenses.

Lenses precisely
personalized for your face,
frame and prescription.
Achieving your best vision possible is more than just an
accurate prescription.
It’s also how your prescription lenses are placed in your
frames to optimize your viewing range.

Every face is different.
Shouldn’t your new
glasses be made precisely
for yours?
With the help of the i.Terminal 2, the latest lens-fitting
innovation by ZEISS, your eye care professional can provide
you with lenses that are precisely personalized for your
unique facial features.

Proper lens positioning minimizes headaches, incorrect body
posture, and eye strain.

1

Frame Selection
Your eye care professional will make sure your
chosen frames fit your face.

2

Measurement
In only 60 seconds, the i.Terminal 2 takes all of the
measurements necessary to accurately fit your
new lenses.

3

Precision
As a result of fitting errors, lenses can lose more
than 40% of their optical performance. Precision
fitting to an accuracy of up to 0.1mm with the
i.Terminal 2 ensures optimum lens performance.

4

Better Vision
Your new eyeglasses will be made specifically for
you, resulting in a faster adaptation and better

Patient
Benefits:
• Better
fitting lenses
• Optimum
vision
• Reduced
eye strain

performing lenses.
Seeing is believing! Ask your ZEISS eye care
professional for more information about customized
lenses and the i.Terminal 2.

Fast. Simple. Precise.
The new standard in centration measurement
technology by ZEISS.
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